Alfred Dunner All Around Elastic Waist Polyester Short Petite Pants Pull-On Style Review-2021

100% Polyester
Imported
Pull On closure
Machine Wash
WRINKLE-FREE FABRIC: Our super soft, relaxed fit pants are easy on the eyes and the body;
Constructed of high quality polyester fabric for long-lasting wear; Stay wrinkle-free all day long with
these easy to care for polyester pants
PULL-ON ELASTIC WAIST: Avoid the headache of buttons and zippers once and for all with our
versatile polyester pants; Easy to slip on and off, these classic yet comfy pants are great for year
round wear
ALL AROUND STYLE: Classic enough for everyday wear, but modern enough to keep you on top of
your style game, our pants pair effortlessly with dressy tops just as well as casual t-shirts, and will
keep you looking your best, no matter the occasion!Check Out Our Sister Brands!
Our lifestyle brands Ruby Rd. and Skye's the Limit are high quality American brands offering women
versatile fashion that is on trend, stylish, and designed with comfort in mind! Created by women, for
women!
Alfred Dunner Has Been Family Owned For Over 75 Years
Fashion made with heart and soul!
Alfred Dunner Inc. is a company based on two key pillars: heart and soul. Both are embedded in our
clothing and the culture we embody. Weâ€™re a family-owned and operated business driven by
entrepreneurial sensibility. We care about delivering superior sportswear by delivering fashion
forward designs that are made to last.
Our Alfred Dunner line offers:
High Quality
Smart, Clean Lines
Timeless and Relaxed Silhouettes
Easy Care Fabrics
Coordinated Pieces
Pull-On Elastic Waist
Avoid the headache of buttons and zippers once and for all with our versatile pants. Our
Proportioned pants are easy to slip on and off, and give you the freedom you need to put your best
foot forward.
Wrinkle Free Fabric
Constructed of ultra soft, premium polyester fabric for long-lasting wear, our Proportioned pants are
low maintenance and will stay smooth and crease-free all day long - no ironing needed!
Perfect For Everyday Wear
Stay looking sleek and chic with our comfortable yet stylish pants! Our Proportioned style is a
wardrobe essential that can easily go from office casual to dressed up with just a quick change of
shoes and accessories.
Versatile Short Length
Our Proportioned pants feature a classic above the ankle length that complements both high heels
and flats, and that looks stylish yet modern at the same time. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

